PETER THROWS HIMSELF INTO THE SEA: DISCIPLESHIP, GRACE, AND JOHN’S USE
OF LUKE 5:1-11 IN JOHN 21:1-14

Introduction
Upon reading John 21:1-14 and Luke 5:1-11, one cannot help but notice the main
commonality the two stories share: a miraculous catch of fish.1 This has led to much debate about
the relationship between John and Luke, and contributes to the larger debate surrounding John’s
relationship to the synoptic gospels. There are broadly three positions in the debate surrounding
the relationship between John and the synoptic gospels: (1) that John is literarily dependent upon
the synoptic gospels, (2) that John was literarily independent of the synoptics, and (3) that John is
aware of, and conversant with, but not literarily dependent upon the synoptics.2 After briefly
outlining these three positions, we determine that the third, mediating position is best. We
conclude, however, that John does draw on Luke 5:1-11 John 21:1-14. We show this first by
determining the purpose of John 21 in light of its being written by the same author as John 1-20 .
One of the primary purposes of John 21 is to complete the arc of Peter’s discipleship by showing
his reconciliation with Jesus. In light of this purpose, we then present evidence from John 21:1-14
that John consciously used Luke 5:1-11. We conclude that John uses Luke 5:1-11 order to further
show Peter’s growth since his earliest days of discipleship. To this end, John alludes to the separate
Lukan account of the miraculous catch of fish in order to contrast Peter’s response to Christ after
the first catch of fish with Peter’s second response to Christ after this second miraculous catch. In
our conclusion we also note an implication of this study: that John uses Luke as scripture.
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John and the Synoptics
One cannot enter study of the relationship between John 21 and Luke 5 without discussing
the state of the debate concerning John’s relationship to the Synoptics. The three positions
described above each deserve brief consideration.

Johannine Dependence
This view argues that John makes use of other sources in writing his gospel, and that among
these sources are not only the tradition behind the synoptics, but the synoptic documents
themselves. C. K. Barrett, for example, argues that it is “probable… that John was familiar with
Mark, and probable also, though in a smaller degree, that he knew Luke.”3 Barrett lists a series of
ten passages “which occur in the same order in both Mark and John,” and argues that in several
“there are close verbal resemblances.”4 Richard Bauckham also notes a relationship between John
and Mark, though acknowledges that “John is not dependent on Mark in the same way that,
according to the Two Source theory, Matthew and Luke are dependent on Mark, i.e. with a high
degree of verbatim agreement.”5 Closer to our purposes, Frans Neirynck argues that in several
places in John, chapter 21 among them, “the text known and used by John is… that of the Gospel
of Luke, and not that of a common source or a pre-Lukan tradition.”6
There are several potential problems with this understanding of John. One is that adherents
to this position often assume that John, or even an anonymous “Fourth Evangelist” did not write
John 21. Rudolph Bultmann, for example, believes that even if “the beloved disciple” authored the
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Gospel, “the Gospel as we have it was edited and provided with this supplementary chapter after
his death.”7 Likewise, Barrett finds it unlikely that the author of John 1-20 would add on chapter
21 “in so clumsy a manner”.8 Often coupled with such views is a late dating of the Gospel of John
or an earlier edition of the Gospel without John 21, which contradicts the known evidence we have
for John’s gospel.9
Regardless of one’s choice of author, Johannine dependence upon the synoptic Gospels
often implies redactional activity on the part of John. When Neirynck argues, “the text known and
used by John is, I think, that of the Gospel of Luke,” he means that John manipulated the text of
Luke 5 in order to fabricate his story of the miraculous catch.10 Michael D. Goulder also assumes
Johannine dependence upon the synoptic gospels. While with him we agree that John knew the
synoptic gospels, Goulder sees John with his “imaginative gifts” using elements from each to
imaginatively create his own patchwork Galilee post-resurrection appearance in John 21 from
elements of Mark 6, Matthew 14, and “especially [Luke 5].”11 There is a destructive urge in such
views. John does not often function in a symbiotic relationship with the other gospel writers. He
corrects and seeks to claim superiority over the other gospels by twisting their words to suit his
own purposes.12
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Lastly, it should be noted that the language of dependence is itself inaccurate, even
considering the qualified definition of dependence given by Bauckham. While John may at times
use vocabulary similar to the synoptics in sequences similar to the synoptics, “dependence” argues
for too much influence of the synoptics upon John.13 John’s unique style throughout is proof that
John did not “depend” on any of the sources he used to the extent of mimicry. Dependence implies
a level of reliance upon other material that is not found in John. With Chris Keith, we find it
preferable to speak of in terms of John’s “knowledge of” or “familiarity with” another text.14

Johannine Independence
The theory of John writing independent of the synoptics can be addressed briefly. It
functions as a helpful corrective to Johannine dependence. Those who hold to this position find
the same evidence cited by those holding to Johannine dependence points better to substantial
independence. D. Moody Smith, Jr. represents this desire to temper one’s reading of John in light
of the synoptics when he says, “While we can never exclude the possibility that John knew the
Synoptic gospels… the evidence that he did not use them as a principal source, if he knew them at
all, has been mounting” such that the burden of proof lies on those who hold to Johannine
Dependence.15 While we disagree with his overall assessment, Smith is right to remind scholars
that to call the synoptic gospels a “principal source” for John is difficult in light of John’s unique
style which we have already noted above. It is better to not overstate John’s dependence upon the
synoptic gospels.
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Johannine Interlocking
This theory mediates between the previous two theories. Those who hold to it argue that
neither literary dependence nor literary independence has been proved.16 Leon Morris argues
“There is a great deal of evidence shows that each [gospel] needs the other for its complete
understanding.”17 This “interlocking” relationship between John and the synoptics accomplishes
something significant for the purpose of this essay. If one holds that John explains the synoptics,
and the synoptics explain John, one can read both John 21 and Luke 5 as text which mutually
reinforce each other. This view allows for us to read these stories and consider how John’s account
draws from and incorporates Luke’s material in a way that builds upon Luke’s account. We must
acknowledge, however, that while we hold generally to this mediating position which seeks to not
be overly dogmatic about where John does or does not depend upon the synoptics, we posit with
Neirynck that in the case of John 21, John interacts with the text of Luke itself.18 What Neirynck
lacks is an approach to the two texts that allows for John to build on Luke allusively and
constructively. Before we analyze the text, however, we build our case for John’s constructive use
of Luke by discussing John’s purpose in writing John 21.

The Purpose of John 21
A Note on Authorship
In discussing the purpose of John 21, we must briefly comment on the authorship of the
final chapter of the fourth gospel. It has previously been noted that there is no manuscript evidence
for the gospel being transmitted without John 21. Nevertheless, many consider John 21 the work
of a redactor or editor. This redactor is attributed different levels of skill. Barrett’s redactor adds
material in “so clumsy a manner,” and Raymond E. Brown’s redactor “artificially tack[s] on” the
narrative of John 21.19 On the other hand, Patrick E. Spencer’s redactor appends his epilogue to a
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previous form of the gospel so skillfully that what he interpreted intertextually was then read by
audiences afterwards intratextually due to the seamless nature of his writing.20 The character and
skill of this anonymous redactor unknown. His work either sticks out like a sore thumb or blends
into the Johannine corpus. Either way, his identity is unknown. He may even be the gospel writer
himself!21 Those who see a redactor or editor here find that John 21 departs “from the spirit of
[John 1–20].”22
Many reasons are cited for attributing the gospel to another author. Bultmann made much
of the linguistic differences between John 21 and the rest of the gospel.23 More recently, both
critical and evangelical scholars acknowledge that linguistic arguments are not final grounds for
an argument.24 A greater argument for another author comes from the seemingly perfect
conclusion to the gospel in John 20:30-31. After John says, “these things are written so that you
may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God,” (John 20:31, ESV) why write more? Many
believe that there the gospel “reached its conclusion.”25 Behind this argument is the assumption
that the epilogue lacks purpose. Carson makes a helpful argument against this opinion by
comparing the gospel to a ‘whodunit’ novel. If an author masterfully draws the mystery in his book
to a climactic conclusion, is it wrong for him to provide further narration that completes the story
arc of other characters?26 To draw another comparison to literature, do we think that the long
conclusion to Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings trilogy is without warrant, because at a number of
other points the narrative could sufficiently conclude? We might if the narrative, as it stands,
concludes poorly, but it does not. Likewise, if John 21 ended poorly, we might find more warrant
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to conclude that the chapter is a later addition. But the details we receive about the identity of the
Beloved Disciple, as well as the revelation of him as the writer of the gospel are themselves
masterful touches on the conclusion of the book.27 The Beloved Disciple can confidently remain
the author the entire book. With this understanding in place, we can now begin to discover what is
the Disciple’s purpose for the conclusion of his gospel.

The Story Arc of Discipleship
While not the only purpose of John 21, one primary purpose it has is to complete the
narrative of prominent disciples in the gospel. When one reads John 21, one cannot help but notice
that this chapter is 28“mainly about Simon Peter.” Peter initiates the fishing trip (21:3), responds
to the Beloved Disciple’s realization by throwing himself into the sea (21:8), hauls the fish to shore
(21:11), is questioned and restored by Jesus (21:15-19), and initiates the concluding discussion
about the Beloved disciple (21:20-23).29 Perhaps of greatest interest to John’s readers would be
Peter’s restoration, which is not detailed elsewhere in the gospels, or even in the rest of the New
Testament. John enables his audience to see Peter’s character development since his denial of
Christ. Writing after the completion of the synoptic gospels,30 he fills in the gap for the sake of the
church in his day.31 The scriptures Even more, as part of this restoration, Peter’s death is foretold.
According to patristic sources, Peter died under Nero in the mid-60s AD.32 John writes to remind
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his readers of Peter’s faithful death and encourage them to follow his example as the next
generation of disciples. Peter’s arc then becomes an encouragement to faithful discipleship.33
The Beloved Disciple also makes several significant appearances in the chapter. Though
not listed in the list of disciples who went fishing, he is first recognizes Christ after the catch of
fish and tells Peter (21:7). Just as his speech brings the narrative’s attention to Peter’s response, so
later Peter’s question to Jesus brings the focus back upon the disciple (21:20), on which it will
remain until the last verse. The personalities and relationship of Peter and the Beloved Disciple
are thus highlighted in the conclusion to John. We may conclude that one function of John 21 is to
“provide an edifying end to the story of these two men.”34
In fact, John concludes his gospel with an account of these disciples that in several ways
mirrors John 1. Jesus refers to Peter as “Simon, son of John” when restoring him, drawing attention
to the first words Jesus spoke to him (John 1:42).35 Christ’s three questions for Peter constitute a
new beginning for them. Neirynck also points out that Peter turning and seeing the Beloved
Disciple following in John 21:20a “looks like a rephrasing of [John] 1:38,” where Jesus turns and
sees the unnamed disciples following him.36 With him we suggest that 21:20a and 1:38 form an
inclusio of allusions to the Beloved Disciple.37 John 21 itself functions with John 1:35-42 as an
inclusio of discipleship that bookends the gospel.38 Jesus’ first calling of his disciples has ongoing
33
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significance for them as they prepare for discipleship in the post-resurrection era. Readers of the
gospel should both recognize the growth and development in the disciple’s lives over the course
of the book and also trust that they too will grow. The last chapter of the gospel points disciples
back to their beginnings as it points back to Peter and the Beloved Disciple’s beginnings in the
company of Christ. With the purposeful focus on discipleship and growth demonstrated in John
21, we now proceed to argue that John makes use of Luke’s account of miraculous catch of fish to
show further how Peter has developed since his early days of discipleship.

Evidence for John’s Use of Luke 5:1-11 in John 21:1-14
John, as we have argued above, likely knew Luke’s gospel by the time of his writing
between 80 and 98 AD. Luke most likely was written before Acts, which, due to its ending shortly
after Paul arrives in Rome, can be dated to around 64 AD. This dating places Luke some time
before this, either in the 50s or early 60s AD.39 If it is true, as Bauckham has argued, that “the early
Christian movement was not a scattering of relatively isolated, introverted communities, but rather
a network of communities in constant close communication with one another,” it is likely that John
became acquainted with Luke’s gospel in the twenty or more years between Luke writing and John
writing.40 This does not prove that Luke is a source in John, but it shows that Luke can be a source.
With this in mind, we shall turn to considering textual proof for John’s use of Luke’s gospel.

Textual Evidence
At the outset, it should be noted that if John uses Luke, we should expect him to use Luke
in the same way he uses Old Testament scripture. John echoes and alludes to scripture; he is free
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in his citations; nevertheless his knowledge of the Old Testament is comprehensive.41 We should
recognize that John likely would treat synoptic material in the same manner.
Subject Material: Primary Narratival Parallels
The two accounts tell similar stories: Simon (Luke 5:3; John 21:2), among others (Luke
5:2, 7); John 21:2), fishes all night and catches nothing (Luke 5:5; John 21:3), and then is told by
Jesus to cast his nets again (Luke 5:4; John 21:6); obeying the command (Luke 5:6; John 21:6),
the fishermen’s nets are filled to almost bursting with fish (Luke 5:6; John 21:6), and the disciples
in the narrative respond both with words (Luke 5:8; John 21:7) and deeds (Luke 5:8; John 21:7).
Both narratives conclude with disciples following Jesus (Luke 5:11; John 21:20a). Without
needing redactional activity to explain the similarities, we do not need to find an abundance of
exact wording to find it possible that John wrote his narrative aware of the narrative in Luke 5. If
Bauckham is right that John knows Mark but does not quote him verbatim, then if John knew
Luke, he would be just as likely to use him without quoting him verbatim.42
The List of Disciples (John 21:2)
John lists seven disciples who were present at Jesus’ third appearance: Peter, Thomas,
Nathanael, the Sons of Zebedee, and two unnamed disciples. In our discussion of the purpose of
John 21, we noted that John hearkens back to the beginning of the gospel to form an inclusio of
discipleship. Here we should note again the presence of Nathanael, who also appears in the
discipleship narrative of John 1. Likewise, two unnamed disciples make an appearance, pointing
back to John’s two unnamed disciples (John 1:35, 37).43 Due to the Beloved Disciple’s
identification with the unnamed disciple in other parts of the gospel, many argue that the author
cannot be one of the sons of Zebedee mentioned here.44 This is not necessarily the case. John likely
uses the two unnamed disciples to refer back to his early calling narrative. There we learn that one
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of the unnamed disciples is Andrew, Peter’s brother (1:40). The other disciple has “commonly…
been thought of as the Beloved Disciple.”45 Because in both places the disciples are mentioned in
general terms, it is likely that John means to make this connection between the pairs of unnamed
disciples. Nothing requires for them to be the two same unnamed disciples. John wishes for his
readers to recognize that he bookends his gospel with the theme of discipleship.
The reference to the “the sons of Zebedee” only occurs here in the book of John. While
some have used this as proof of another author of John 21,46 the use of James and John’s
patronymic here likely reveals a Johannine echo of the synoptic gospels. This patronym, found ten
times in the synoptic accounts, is found only once in Luke, in the parallel passage of the miraculous
catch of fish.47 This similarity might not stand out, were it not for the similar subject matter of the
two accounts: a narrative of a miraculous catch of fish. We also have an argument from absence
in both accounts: the absence of Andrew.48 In the calling narratives in Mark and Matthew we find
Simon and Andrew, as well as the Sons of Zebedee (Mark 1:16; Matt 4:18). Only in Luke is
Andrew absent. Though it would seem likely for Peter, Andrew, and the sons of Zebedee to be
together while fishing in John 21, we again find Andrew absent.49 In both accounts, the absence
of Andrew allows us to focus attention on Peter. Though Andrew was likely involved in both
scenes, in both he is left unnamed in order to bring Peter to the fore.
Subject Material: Temporal Inclusio on Discipleship
We have already touched on the related subject material found in the miraculous catch of
fish, and we have noted that the names involved in both stories allow us to focus on Peter. This
points back to the purposes of John 21 which we discussed, one of which was to provide a literary
inclusio in John’s gospel that emphasized the theme of discipleship. John 1:41-42 we find John’s
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account of Peter’s call to discipleship. We find another Petrine call to discipleship in Luke 5:1-11.
While some contrast the different calls of Peter with each other and seek to determine which one
is most legitimate,50 it is more likely that the Peter’s calling took place in stages.51 John 1:41-42
and Luke 5:1-11 present two different events in the life of Peter which take place during early
stages of his development as a disciple. John forms a literary inclusio by alluding to the former
passage in John 21, and a thematic, temporal inclusio by alluding to both the former and the latter
passages. It is a thematic inclusio, because what is included is the theme of Peter’s discipleship,
and it is temporal in that instead of spanning a specific literary unit, this inclusio spans Peter’s time
as a disciple, and does so intertextually. While the term “inclusio” is not the best technical word
to describe this, the term helps make the point that what John is doing literarily within his gospel,
he does just as intentionally by alluding intertextually to Luke.
The Beloved Disciple’s Confession of Faith (John 21:7)
As the disciples are hauling in the catch of fish, the Beloved Disciple says to Peter, “It is
the Lord!” (John 21:7). This has commonly been used to point out Peter’s dullness in contrast the
Beloved Disciple’s spiritual insight.52 While the Beloved Disciples’ perceptiveness and Peter’s
impetuous action no doubt reveal John’s accurate portrayal of each disciple’s personality,53 there
is no necessary animosity being presented here. Rather, the Beloved Disciple and Peter “act in
conjunction” with each benefiting from the other’s personality.54 Others have noticed the similarity
between the Beloved Disciple’s perceptive confession of faith here and Peter’s perceptive words
in Luke 5:8.55 While he may be contrasting the two confessions, what is worth more consideration
is why John has this revelation. No doubt, the apparently miraculous nature of the event would
make him think of Jesus. It is even more likely that John would remember that something similar
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to this event happened earlier in his life. This is a natural explanation to why John would recognize
Jesus Christ as the figure on the shore.56 John’s confession likely shows that in his mind at the time
was the previous miraculous catch of fish. It would no doubt naturally lend to John referencing the
story in some way as he narrates the second miraculous catch.
Peter’s Response to John’s Confession (John 21:7)
Peter responds to the Beloved Disciple’s confession by throwing himself into the sea. Here
we come to the most surprising element in the story. While above we noticed that some draw a
comparison between Peter’s words in Luke 5:8 and John’s in John 21:7, the better comparison is
that of Peter’s response to the miraculous catch in each story. At the outset of Peter’s time with
Jesus, the mere occurrence of a miracle has led Peter to a holy dread of Jesus. Peter falls to his
knees; he asks Christ to depart from him, and confesses that he is a sinful man. In contrast to the
Beloved Disciple’s confession of faith, Peter’s is more a confession of fear. One might expect a
similar fearful reaction here. Robert T. Fortna, arguing against John’s dependence upon Luke, cites
the absence of this confession in John’s account as an “especially puzzling” omission: “Peter’s
protestation of sinfulness is widely viewed as surprising in its Lukan context but would be highly
suitable in [John 21], following as it does Peter’s denials in [John 18:11], yet it does not appear in
the Johannine text.”57 While we disagree with Fortna’s conclusion that John does not know Luke,
he points out how surprising both of Peter’s reactions are. In Luke 5:8, Peter sees himself as utterly
unworthy of Jesus’ presence when Jesus has performed a simple miracle. Yet in John 21:7, after
Peter has denied Jesus, instead of requesting physical separation between him and Jesus, Peter
throws himself into the water “in order to reach Jesus as quickly as possible.”58 Clearly, Peter has
changed. The effect is not very strong if John is only showing Peter’s development within his
Gospel. The upcoming threefold restoration (John 21:15-17) ties closely back to John’s account of
Peter’s denial (John 18:15-18, 25-27). Peter’s dive into the sea has no parallel in John’s account.
Peter has no marked response to Andrew or Jesus when he is initially brought to Jesus (John 1:4056
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42). Peter is not mentioned in John’s account of Jesus walking on water (John 6:16-21), though in
Matthew’s account, Peter tries to walk on water (Matt 14:28-31).59 The closest parallel to John
21:7 is Peter’s vivid response to Jesus in Luke 5:8. The powerful effect of such an intertextual
allusion to Luke’s Gospel cannot be denied.
Here Peter’s development as a disciple is given center stage. At the first miraculous catch,
the slightest sign of Christ’s divinity frightened him, even in light of his paltry self-knowledge.
Now, with the awareness that he has denied his Lord three times, Peter still swims to Christ. This
one act, more than any other, reveals that Peter has grown. So many commentators comment on
Peter’s “impetuosity,”60 that they fail to notice “how ardently Peter longed to be with Jesus.”61
Peter does not doubt Jesus love for him, and now knows, though he has failed, that he truly does
love Jesus. When Christ later restores Peter, Peter’s answers reveal that he is both confident of and
humble in his estimation of his love for Christ. “Lord, you know everything; you know that I love
you” (John 21:17). His confidence is not in the great depth of his love but in the fact that his Lord
knows the sincerity of his love. We see this confidence in Peter’s jumping out of the boat. Although
he and Christ have not reconciled, he knows that he wants to be with Christ, and that Christ will
want to be with him. Peter’s trust in Christ draws him to shore. He knows that Christ is gracious.
So as the rest of the disciples sail the boat to shore, Peter is drawn to Christ, reeled in by grace.
Christ has caught Peter by his miraculous grace; now Peter will be able to effectively catch men,
just as Christ promised him in Luke 5:10. But first he must begin by being obedient to Christ and
hauling the net full of Christ’s other miraculous catch (John 21:10-11).

Conclusion
We have argued that in John 21:1-14, John consciously alludes to Luke 5:1-11. While it
cannot be definitively proven that John is using the gospel rather than a shared tradition or even
59
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his own memory, it can be confidently asserted that John has in mind the earlier miraculous
catch which took place at the beginning of his and Peter’s time with Jesus. It has been shown that
John in his prologue emphasizes the development of the disciples, chiefly himself and Peter. The
presence of a literary inclusio involving the disciples in John indicates that John has early
discipleship material on his mind as he writes the conclusion of his gospel. It cannot be proven
from this that John must have drawn upon Luke 5:1-11 in order to accomplish his purposes. We
do profess however that if John had chosen to allude to a synoptic gospel, he could not have
done so in a more masterful way than he does here. Should this be the case, we see John using
Luke much like he uses Old Testament scripture. He assumes his readers have a knowledge of it,
he makes subtle allusions to it, and he weaves his it into his narrative in a manner that
compounds the meaning of his gospel.
If Luke 5:1-11 is the backdrop for John 21:1-14, Peter’s contrasting responses to Jesus at
the beginning and the end of Jesus’ earthly ministry add several layers of meaning to John’s
narrative. Peter’s arc from fearful fisherman to eager follower is completed across multiple
gospels. Peter also becomes the great example for the dismayed of a penitent, humble sinner
who still loves his Lord. Most importantly, in Peter’s headlong dive into the sea, we see him
witnessing to the love that is in Christ Jesus the Lord.
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